standard series
The basic Standard Series Data Desks consist of a top, leg structure, and modesty panel. The top is solid particle board with "T-Nut" inserts and plastic laminate finish. A front comfort edge adds to the distinctive styling. Front and rear, right and left leg assemblies, and connecting cross rails compose the structure of the Data Desk, bolted together with a patented locking joint. Configurations include 36" 48", 60", and 72" widths with a 32" depth at a 28" height. With optional pedestal mounting office drawers and electronic bays, the Standard Series is suitable for almost any application requiring electronic packaging.

data systems
Virtually any combination of data desk components can be used to create your system. Mix a standard or specialty series desk with a printer stand, with a stand alone console with electronics bays, with data mount units. The result is maximum utilization of space and a custom appearance for your data processing or business system. Configurations can be used as individual stations or clustered together in a building block approach to suit your specific requirements. The modularity and flexibility of Data Desk equipment make it all possible.

specialty series
The Systems Furniture Specialty Series offers the same basic features as the standard Data Desk at a more economical price. What are those features? Quality, style, superb design, engineering, and construction. Available in 36", 48", 60", and 72" widths, 26" and 32" depth and 26", 28", and 34" height, the versatility of the Specialty Series is maximized by the modular system concept.

data mount series
The Systems Furniture Data Mount Series consists of desk top mounted consoles for housing electronics equipment controls, displays or peripherals. It may be used in conjunction with either standard or Specialty Series Data Desks. Units are 19" RETMA rack width 8¾", 12¾", and 24½" mounting heights. Other sizes can be fabricated to meet your custom requirements on special order.